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Bosh Sensortec Self-learning AI Smart Sensor 

with Integrated IMU [1]

Target Application

▪ Minimizing both the area and energy consumption

of neural network accelerators to enable advanced

capabilities to edge devices operating with strict

power budget and form factor.

▪ An example of an edge device that can benefit from

these capabilities is the smart sensor from Bosh

sensortec.

▪ The sensor composed of integrated MEMS motion

sensor (3-axis accelerometer and gyroscope), a

programmable controller unit (FUSER), and a

custom IP (accelerator).
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Neural Network Accelerator

▪ The major operation in neural network accelerator

is the multiply-and-accumulate MAC operations,

which is computed by performing a dot product of

weight matrix and an input matrix.

𝑴𝑨𝑪 =

𝒊=𝟏

𝑵

𝑿𝒊 ×𝑾𝒊

▪ Machine learning accelerators can require billions

of MAC operations. Such enormous number of

operation consume a significant fraction of the total

power budget. Thus, the energy efficiency of MAC

operations is extremely important.

Edge Computing with Neural Network [2] 

Bosh Sensortec Self-learning AI Smart Sensor 

with Integrated IMU [1]
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▪ In the time-domain computing approach, data can

be represented by pulse width modulation PWM,

pulse position modulation PPM, or a combination of

PWM and PPM, or alternatively data can be

expressed by time delay, frequency, or phase.

▪ In [1]-[2], a multi-bit input is represented as a single

PWM signal with its pulse width representing the

magnitude of the input data. This results in multi-bit

data to single data-signal compaction reducing the

overall dynamic power consumption.

Introduction to Time-Domain MAC

PWM time-domain representation of 8-bit digital input [2]
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▪ In the time-domain computing approach, data can

be represented by pulse width modulation PWM,

pulse position modulation PPM, or a combination of

PWM and PPM, or alternatively data can be

expressed by time delay, frequency, or phase.

▪ In [2]-[3], a multi-bit input is represented as a single

PWM signal with its pulse width representing the

magnitude of the input data. This results in multi-bit

data to single data-signal compaction reducing the

overall dynamic power consumption. PWM time-domain representation of 8-bit digital input [2]

Time-Domain MAC Operation [2]
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Phase-domain MAC Components

▪ A gated ring oscillator GRO which oscillates when

it is enabled by the switches otherwise its phase

information. Additionally, its oscillation frequency is

controlled by the weight signal 𝑊.

▪ A digital-to-time converter which generates a pulse

𝐷𝑇𝐶𝑂𝑈𝑇 proportional to the input signal 𝐷𝐼𝑁
(PWM).

▪ A counter that increment when the GRO phase

returns to 0.

▪ A readout logic which samples the counter output,

and the GRO phases to generates the MAC

operation Result Concept of Phase-Domain MAC [3]
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Phase-domain MAC Operation

▪ Phases advances by 𝐷𝐼𝑁 ∙ W ∙
2𝜋

10
(in case of 5-

stages oscillator). For example, first operation in

the figure has 𝐷𝐼𝑁 = 3, 𝑊 = 1. In this case the

GRO phase advances by 0.6𝜋.

▪ The oscillator phase is held until the next operation

is triggered.

▪ When the phase state returns to the initial condition

(0), the event is caught by the counter.

▪ In this case, phase-domain accumulation is realized

by the GRO, and it can continuously operate until

the counter saturates.
Concept of Phase-Domain MAC [3]
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Circuit Implementation: Signed Accumulation

▪ Signed accumulation can be realized by bi-direction

GRO which shares the phase information by

connection the oscillator taps of 2 GROs: forward-

direction GRO, and reverse-direction GRO.

▪ The output of the DTC is provided to the forward-

direction GRO if the sign is positive, and to the

reverse-direction if the sign is negative, allowing the

phase to advance in both negative and positive

directions.

▪ The number of rotations of the phase is counted by

U/D counter. By reading the counter and the phase

information, the result of the sum of products is

obtained.

Bi-direction GRO [3]
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Circuit Implementation: Multi-Bit Weights 

(Frequency Control)

▪ The weigh and frequency resolution is realized by

assigned the LSB 𝑊[3: 0] and the MSB 𝑊[6: 4] to

two individual GROs.

▪ If 𝑊 𝑖 = 1 , 𝐺𝑅𝑂𝑃 < 𝑖 > inverters will turn ON,

otherwise, the inverters will turn OFF allowing

weighted frequency control as required.

GRO Implementation [3]
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Chip Architecture and Photograph [3]

Bi-Directional GRO Uni-Directional GRO
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Bi-Directional GRO Uni-Directional GRO
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▪ The property of time addition of two different input

pulses is utilized to perform accumulation by

utilizing a gated-delay line GDL.

▪ The phase increases when the 𝐸𝑁 is high and held

constant when the 𝐸𝑁 signal is low. Hence, when

an input pulse is received, the phase of the GDL is

advanced by the amount of the input pulse width

(high) and held when its low.

▪ When the input pulse reaches the end of the GDL

(phase reaches its full-scale value), a full-scale

signal is asserted.
GDL Phase Accumulation [2]



14*figures adapted from [2]

If EN=1 (MDL → DELAY LINE)

else (MDL → MEMORY)

If WEIGHT == +1 (SIGN=1)

else (SIGN=0)

Forward Delay Line

Backward Delay Line

GDL-Based Time-Domain MAC
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GDL-Based Time-Domain MAC

Supporting Multi-bit Weights (Time-Domain Approach 1)

Supporting Multi-bit Weights (Time-Domain Approach 2)

GDL

Time Accumulator
Counter

8-bit input * 

1-bit weight 

(8-bit applied 

sequentially) 

MAC

Output
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▪ What are the advantages/disadvantages of utilizing time-domain

MAC?
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